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Government of India
Ministry of Mines 

Indian Bureau of Mines A2au Ka Office of the Regional Controller of Mines, Jabalpur Amrit Mahotsav 

File No.: MP/Satna/Lst-62 182- \BH Jabalpur, Dated: 14.02.2022 

To, 
Shri. Raghwendra Kumar Agrawal, 
47, Prabhat Vihar Colony, 
Post office - Satna, 

Satna (M.P.) - 485001 

Subject: Violation of provisions of Mineral Conservation and Development Rules, 2017,
in respect of your Ramasthan Limestone Mine (Area 7.284 ha.) Mine code-
38MPR35120 in Satna District (MP). 

Sir, 
Following provisions of MCDR 2017 were found violated in your above mine during the 
inspection by the Undersigned on 03/12/2021 in your presence and Shri Sunil Kumar
Tiwari (Geologist): 

Rule Nature of violation observed in detail
No 

(11 No holder of a mining leaseshall commence or carry out mining operations in any area except in 

accordance with the mining plan approved, modified or reviewed by the Indian Bureau of Mines
or prepared and certified in accordance with the system established by the State Government 

1. It was proposed to generate 52009 cubic meter of OB for the year 2020-21 but Nil achieved. 
2. It was proposed to generate 1250 cubic meter of Topsoil for the year 2020-21 but Nil 

achieved. 
3. It was proposed to produce 99981 tonnes of ROM for the year 2020-21 but only 3000 

tonnes of ROM is achieved. 
4. The mine was flooded till date of inspection and there was no provision found for pumping

of water for dewatering of the mine pit and to expose benches and pit bottom of the mine 
for inspection and verification of excavation of benches and pit bottom during the proposal 
period. 

Yearly report in respect of reclamation and rehabilitative works carried out has not been submitted 
26(2) for the year 2020-21.

45(7) | In the Annual Returns submitted online for the year 2020-21it was observed in Part-I, SI.No.12, 
the lease area (surface area) utilisation are incorrectly furnished. 

1. In this connection, it is brought to your notice that the above violations constitute an offence punishable
under Rule 62 of MineralConservations and Development Rules, 2017. 

2. The mining operations can be suspended under the rule 11(2) of MCDR-2017, if compliance of rule 
11(1) of MCDR-2017 is not found satisfactory. 

3. You are advised to rectify the violations of abovementioned rules immediately and intimate the position 
to this office within 45 (Forty-Five) days from the date of issue of this letter. 

Yours faithfully

(Robert Simbh Cy 
Asst. Controller of Mines, 

Jabalpur Region, IBM 

Copy to: 
1) The Controller of Mines (CZ), IBM, Nagpur, 
2) The Director, Directorate of Geology & Mining, Khanij Bhavan, Arera Hills, Bhopal (MP). 

(Robert Simon C) 
Asst. Controller of Mines, 

Jabalpur Region, IBM 
un 

-2-22 
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